


WELCOME TO THE ISUZU BUS RANGE
In the city, in the country, from home, to work, students, employees, the general public, whatever the destination, whoever the passengers, when it comes to

reliable and dependable transportation, one bus features prominently as the number one choice…the ISUZU bus.

ISUZU is the leading GMEA brand, famous for its durability, reliability and cost effectiveness. The powerful, low emission engines and amazing fuel efficiency

make the Isuzu buses environmentally friendly. In this brochure, we feature 5 very reliable Isuzu buses in the country, from the smaller N-series bus, that’s ideal

for intra-city travel, to the bigger MV123 that performs superbly cross-country.

This is the world of a superior and diverse range of buses.



MV123 offers transport solutions where long and short distance travel is involved.

With a powerhouse churning 270 HP and 980 Nm of torque, the 6SD1.TC, 9839 cubic centimeter displacement engine, with intercooler turbo, this bus

is not only highly economical, but also an amazing performer.

Ruggedness and robustness of the MV123 starts with the reinforced chassis, which facilitates the mounting of a wide variety of bus bodies. At an overall

length of 12M and a wheelbase of 6.05m, the MV123 bus is the most stable in its class. The power steering allows for less fatiguing maneuverability

while allowing the driver full control of the vehicle’s direction. The full air braking system enables short stopping distances even in emergency

circumstances.

MV123 bus offers great reliability, durability, comfort and convenience making it the #1 solution to all human transportation requirements.

 

The Dependable Transport Solution
(62/67 Seater)



FRR offers the same reliability, comfort and convenience that has given the F series a worldwide reputation for outstanding performance. With a fuel efficient yet

powerful 6HH1 N diesel engine, it has remarkable power to spare, at the same time keeping costs down and performance up. Not to mention, the advanced diesel

technology of this 6-cylinder engine helps to reduce emissions. It has a longer wheel-base to carry more passengers and the six-speed transmission optimizes on

engine performance improving consumption.

Rugged and reliable the Isuzu FRR Bus is the most reliable and cost effective 51-seater bus in its class with driving comfort and easy operability.

 

(40/51 Seater)

The Perfect Partner

 



The legendary ISUZU attention to detail is evident in every facet of the NQR design, from engine down to the suspension.

This 33-seater bus is built with an exceptionally strong 4HF1 engine for intra-town service. The engine also has low emissions that make it a true

friend to the environment. The suspension system, featuring long span leaf springs, is built to handle the roughest of roads for a smooth ride. The

large diameter brake drums ensure short stopping distances even in emergency situations.

Travel in style in the NQR with adequate leg-room.

 

(33 Seater)

Tested and Trusted

 

The ultimate commuter bus



Traditional ISUZU attributes of engine power and stability all come together perfectly in the NPR to create a bus well suited to operate on or off paved

roads.

The mighty 4.3 litre 4HF1 engine combines excellent fuel economy with high output and torque to make light work of heavy loads. Isuzu’s legendary

bus chassis comes equipped with a constant width and wide tread on the rear axle together with long span leaf springs most suited to bus body

installation.

Power steering makes long periods behind the wheel less tiring, improving driver productivity and maintaining alertness.

These amazing features alongside load capacity make the NPR the No.1 choice in the 29-seater buses.

 (29 Seater)
Powerful Reliable Affordable

Tested and Trusted

 



NKR is re-known for its reliability and rugged durability that assures years of dependable services even under extreme load, road and weather

conditions.

This reputation is further boosted by the introduction of the new 4.3 litre, 4HF1-II engine designed with highly reliable overhead camshaft design

and direct injection that delivers exceptional power and torque. These additionally provide superior performance, fuel economy, low emissions and

minimized noise and vibration for a smoother ride.

The tough and reliable chassis with engine power to spare makes the ISUZU the No.1 choice in the 26-seater buses.

 
(26 Seater)

Reliability built to go

Tested and Trusted

 



General Motors East Africa Ltd,
Tel: (020) 6936222, Nairobi.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Your Local Isuzu Dealer

      ENGINE NKR 66L NPR 66P NQR 66R FRR 33LR MV 123

Model 14HF1-II 4HF1 4HF1 6HH1-N 6SD1 TC

Type Diesel 4 cylinder, Diesel 4 cylinder, Diesel 4 cylinder, Diesel 6 cylinder Inline, Watercooled, Diesel 6 cyl Inline, Water-
OHC, Direct injection OHC, Direct injection OHC, Direct injection Direct Injection, OHC cooled, Direct injection, OHC

Displacement 4,334 4,334 4,334 8,226 9839

Max output (ISO gross)kw (PS) [hp] @ rpm 76(103)[102]@3,200 88(120)[119]@3,200 88(120)[119]@3,200 129(175)/2,800 199(270)/2,200

Max torque (ISO gross)Nm(kg-m) @ rpm 268(27.3)@1,600 285(29.0)@1,800 285(29.0)@1,800 461(47)/1,700 1000(102)/1,800vv

High altitude fuel consumption Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Pre-air cleaner & high air intake pipe Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Fuel water sedimentor Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Heavy duty radiator Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Engine oil cooler N/A N/A N/A Standard Standard

Emission Level Euro II Euro II Euro II Euro II Euro II
CHASSIS EQUIPMENT

Transmission 5 Speed overdrive, 1 reverse 5 Speed overdrive, 1 reverse 5 Speed overdrive, 1 reverse 6 Speed overdrive, 1 reverse 6 Speed OD 1reverse

Clutch Dry,single plate with diaphragm Dry,single plate with diaphragm Dry,single plate with diaphragm 325mm, dry single plate, 380mm dry single plate,

spring,hydraulic control spring,hydraulic control spring,hydraulic control hydraulic control, Non-asbestos lining hydraulic control+air assist

Steering Power assisted Power assisted Power assisted Power assisted Power assisted

Brakes Hydraulic, dual circuit Hydraulic, dual circuit Hydraulic, dual circuit Air over hydraulic, dual circuit Full air+S-Cam actuator

Exhaust brake Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Suspension Front & rear semi-elliptical Front & rear semi-elliptical Front & rear semi-elliptical Front: Leaf Spring + hydraulic

alloy steel leaf springs, hydraulic alloy steel leaf springs, hydraulic alloy steel leaf springs, hydraulic double acting telescopic shocks 

double acting shock absorber double acting shock absorber double acting shock absorber Rear: Leaf spring

Tyre size 7.00 x 16 9.5 x 17.5 9.5 x 17.5 265/70 R 19.5 295 R 22.5

Tubeless Tyre Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard  

Rim size 5.50 x 16 6 x17.5 6 x 17.5 19.5 x 6.75 8.25 x 22.5

Fuel Tank capacity 100 litres 100 litres 100 litres 200 litres 400 litres

Fuel Tank lock Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Battery 12V-NS70R 65AH x 2 12V-NS70R 65AH x 2 12V-NS70R 65AH x 2 12V-NS70R 65AH x 2 12V-NS70R 65AH x 2

WEIGHTS
Gross vehicle weight 5,700 7,500 for Bus 8,000 10,400 16,000

CAB

Seating capacity 26 seater bus 29 seater bus 33 seater bus 51 seater bus 62/67 seater bus

Safety Belts  3 point for driver, 2 point for passengers

Radio Cassette AM FM Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Front & rear semi eliptical alloy
steel leaf springs with telescopic

shock absorbers and

front & rear stabilisers 


